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22 of 22 review helpful Evangelical science fiction By James Crain What the When I started reading sci fi decades ago 
it never occurred to me that someone would write a sci fi novel to preach the Gospel But that s what Mr Ferguson has 
done in this book Judging this book by its cover I expected The God Portal to be something more abstract than a high 
tech way to visit first century Palestine I expected A Modern Atheist Will Meet the Historical Jesus It began as a 
vacation out west for Jim Wagner and his family until Jim discovers his brother particle physicist Dr Warren Wagner 
is missing from his Nevada home The mystery leads to the desert laboratory of corporate giant Forsythe Hammond 
There Jim discovers the truth behind Warren s disappearance and its connection to the company s deepest secret a 
technology where faith and science About the Author Tim Ferguson grew up in Annapolis Maryland He worked 
fourteen years in pastoral ministry in northwestern Pennsylvania and now serves the Lord as a lsquo civilian rsquo He 
enjoys writing and speaking on topics that help others know God more 
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